L.O. To identify and use parenthesis for extra information
Insert a pair of dashes in the correct place in the sentence below:
Jess who is good at swimming is on holiday with her family
Grandpa 68 years old is a talented painter.
The Romans who were from Italy were skilled soldiers.
Add dashes into each of the spaces below to give extra information in the sentence.
The child ___________________________________was winning the race.
The lion ______________________________________roared loudly at the zoo..
I took the sweets ______________________________________from the child.
We walked in the countryside

______________________ on the weekend.

What is the name of the punctuation marks on either side of the words which was a
spaniel in the sentence below?
Jay’s mum -who loved to play

netball - was very tall.

______________________________
What is the name of a different punctuation mark that could be used correctly in the
same places?
________________________________

L.O. To identify and use parenthesis for extra information—brackets
Insert a pair of brackets in the correct place in the sentence below:
The Highway man who is a robber road down the dusty road..
Bess the landlord’s daughter waited at the window.
The pub which was old and draughty was the home of Bess.
Our town which has outlawed highwaymen has very strict laws.
The soldiers who worked for the king were waiting in the dark night for the Highwayman’s return.
Add parenthesis into each of the spaces below to give extra information in the sentence.
The highwayman ___________________________________was a thief,.
Bess _______________________________________was the landlord’s daughter..
The soldier ______________________________________took the musket.
What is the name of the punctuation marks on either side of the words which was a spaniel in the
sentence below?
Jay’s dog (which was a spaniel) loved to play with its squeaky bone.
______________________________
What is the name of a different punctuation mark that could be used correctly in the same places?
________________________________

